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UPD chief’s departure continues to be felt
Schatz family hit hard by job loss

SISU police

lly Larry Aragon
Daily stall writer
The day that promised to ’auk
the beginning ot a new lite tin a tie
mer SJSV administratoi and his tam
his
ily instead marked the death
y meet at the miry etsity and the he
ginning ot scaly h trri employ meni.
Ley\ is Sy hat/. %%hose 17 -month
stint as the tiniyei say ’s police chief
ended in contro% sy . shared his
feelings about the l’Pl) and the university in an into% iew. this week
the first he has gianted since he was
f red (Xi. 30.
Schur/ said he had looked forward to ()ct. 9 because it was the day

department
recovering

s
vy as due to move at their
new home in loigan Hill.

Schat, had left his family lob
and home thegon to begin win k at
SJSU June 1. 10sb. He via, optimism. about the loll hut vyasn’t sure
hoyy
%\ 011itl eti. so Ile made an aghis %vile and son to
reement yy
bring tlicin to talitornia only alter
he had %yolked at the uniyersity tor a
year
’ flung. weie going teal good"
alto a yea’ hail passed. so Schat,
I b %eat old son. Toni. that
his
told
4:01114.11.0111C 141 Calitoona to start
school He told M. \1/411e..111111111. 111,11

she could quit her lob as a beautician
because he yy as making enough
money to support the family %%ghoul
a second illetWile
"He Yy as evcited about going to
nev, school and playing football.
and she was excited about not having
to work ’ he said.
Tom joined him shortly’ thereafter. hut Judith still had not arrived:
She had recently quit her job and had
gone on vacation with her mother
the first time they had ever had the
opportunity to do so.

Lew Schat,
s /44
. top

See S(1/.47/. page 7

Edssin Garcia
Daily staff writer
Just oyer a month ago. the uniyersity ’s police chief made a surprise
!..1:1%\ .1\
110111 SJSU
But the alteimaili iit his termination is still
being tell
I eyy is Sella!, walked away
horn department %%racked ith low
inoiale by a majority of the 25 offikeis altei his I 7-niontli reign
Si, hal/ admitted in an Intel iew.
this veck that the department was
.011,1111g twin low morale. He attributes it to two tactois:

/Mt

Project
Kick off
’88 going
strong
By lirenda
I.am
Daily start writer
lkspite the YYei Yyeatlici that
has plagued San Jose lamely eon
struction of the Engineering !Wilding has been progressing steadily
The only delav caused hy the
rain was that the yyorkers %ACK’ tillable to pour concrete on part of the
upper roof section. said Rai hara
Pluta. SJSU design and consti fiction
manager of facilities development
mid operations.
Since the building is thoroughly
enclosed. it has protected the construction workers from the rain.
Also. because some of the exte.
rior work to the building has been
completed. the construction has
taken the workers inside.
Uptlates ith the piotect are:
Workeis installing the glass
panes tor the windows
Door locks and hinges. plus
other hardvy are needed for the build
int! have ’ken ordered and are scheduled to an-ive in April.
The %Yorkers are installing the
electrical distribution panels.
All ot the tiles on the outside
of the bin kling are in place.
The ienioy al of tlw asbestos
from the old Engineering Building
yvas scheduled to begin rii %lay
instead begin bemeen
19X8. w
Dec. IS and fan " in time tor reopening tor the sming semester
Pluta attributes the steady proCol
gress to the dedication ot Per
the main emigration
poration
to comcompany on the !noted
plete the construction as close tii the
protected date on the contract as possible.
"They. want 10 he done by August 1988 and he able to tuin the
building over to us as planned."
Pima said.
Project 88 is progiessing more
steadily because the Ite. Center has
tviyi) simultaneous constins non,
the Aquatic Center and the main
Mille Protect MX
structure itself
consist ot a single site

"(ontinuing
battles- between him and Sgt.. Ed Anderson
and 1 loyd Hohu, over who was
going to ’till the department.
Working the officers more
horns than usual.
Schat, also left behind an ailing
hudget that "didn’t receive the attention it needed." said Lt. Shannon
Maloney . who Is IlON in charge of
t
administiation
-Looking at yv hat we have left
to spend and looking at kS
t4e are
going to need to spend. we have obligated our funds Ito’ the academic
eat
Malotie said ill a recent in ICI \

Schat, said that the ’only problem vy ith the Inide.et ViraS
There were sly ’’ vacancies.’ on
the force
ime olticer in t ield
hawing. three at Mc academy and
iv% o set geants %%doing to be hired -leas ing 12 kalis.cis to patrol. which
iiirced them 11, 1\ ink a 1411 4)f overtime. Schati said.
liecause Schati did not want of!leers to ac,iiiiitilate compensatory
time. he initially paid them overtime. he said.
ith one-third of the labor
Mice gone. that made it impossible
to do. he said -Hence. we went
hak k
as. mutilating time. al since the depanment
,a,pped
mg iiertime. "There is
siiltioent
in the budget to get
through the
he said.
I ite vv ithout Schatr has brought
changes to the depanment - most
notably all upswing in morale. Maloney said
1)usablon said he thinks
I
tension has been relieved in the department atter Schatis departure.
and it tunctions with more positive
attitudes.
See i’l)/./CE. page ()
Ken Johnston -Deity staff photographer
Spartan placekieker Sergio Olis are/ ssorks on his
kickiiffs in preparation for Saturday ’s California

Boyd against Fastern ’Michigan nisersits. The
tarried by FSPN. begins at I p.m.

Residence halls plagued by recent rash of thefts
that sail he lilted easily
it. hut even friends ot

Ils Shelley Siegel
Speciat to the Daily
John had just come home to his
dormitory room at Washburn Hall
With $200 worth of books and sup
plies recently purchased at the Spa!
tan Bookstore. As he walked dow
the hallw . one of his neighhois
yelled. "Hey . John. when yoti.ye
got a minute. want to talk to you "
He put down his hags in his
room. then walked down the hall.
leaving the door Mar.
In the levy minutes John was
gone. someone entered his room and
carried John’s new purchases awav .
Panic set in when John ’chimed
to find he had been ripped on He
and the
wras 110W OW 11001111e
books. with little hope of retrieving
either of them.
The victim. who used the name
John because he did not want his real
name known tin- fear of being robbed
again., is hut one of a glowing I111111 her of residence hall tenants who are
being preyed upon hy. thieYes.
"This scenario is not unusual in
the residence halls.- University Police Department Sgt. Alex Dourovnoted. "It imly takes ten seconds tri
go in. grah a wallet and leave
Downy, who works with the
crime prevention and investigation
department. said when students
1111 11111,\
leave then ,11141IN 41r)ell.
a few minutes. they are advertising
stereos.
(omputers.
their valuables.

\\

Maloney would mil provide
specifics on the status of UPlis
NI 5-3 million budget. but Ile did say..
-k1e’ve got to tighten up and do
some good I iscal management.-

Debbie Morales
Washburn Hall residence director

and clothing
ieweli%. books.
are prime items targeted by thieves.
"We can’t give any hard core
figures. because the students don’t
report thefts to us.- Dourov said.
"It’s like a dead end street because
the students don’t have ID On their
things and don’t know the circumstances behind the incidents. like the
time the then occurred. or who was
in the loom
I’lle ,eell residence halls and
Spartan Village have a combined oc7.014 tenants. providing
cupancy
fertile ground tin thieves. Washburn
Hall appears to he the hardest hit of
all the residence halls.
Debbie Morales. resident director ot W’ashburn Hall, said. "I can’t
Mune.. upon these kids enough to
lock then doors, and not to leave
things lying out in the bathrooms and
laundry roonis.’
Morales pointed out that approximately 90 percent of the thefts

occur due to unlocked doors. t ’nesconed strangers who have not signed
in at residence hall offices also pose
a potential threat.
Morales listed as a prime example of student carelessness the practice of leaving exterior doors at the
ends of hall wings propped open.
"Students can’t leave these doors
open. It’s an invitation to trouble.
she said.
Royce Hall participates in a
neighborhood watch program to increase their security. Royce Hall
Resident Director Mark Kubin explained the program. saying. "The
residents ask people approaching the
hall if they have keys. They ask
which room is expecting the visitors
and then escort the guests to the
dorm office to log in. It only. takes
minute and it’s for everybody ’s protection.’
Morales also suggested not
leaving things lying annind in rooms

0
.16.2a.Silk
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Liking
things from the othei roommate
Gary Tiniko. resident thiector
ot Allen Hall. maintains that sin
dents need to improye then altitudes.
and care about the residence hall as a
home.
"()iir students complain and
don’t take responsibility toi their
eommunity If they see a
,.,,iking around. or v. itness
vandalism going on. the tendency is
to keep then mouths shut These
kids arc content to sit mound and
point fingers and are too laiy to get
up and do something about it." he
said.
During Christmas time. thefts
reci.
get progressiyely yy oice.
dent hall duet:tors hay e yvarned that
this is a time it) take evtra precautions.
Sgt. Douro% suggested that students come to the UPI) and use police engraving units to label valuables. UPI) also supplies warning
stickers to put on doors and vs undo%
and personal property records Oil
14111Ch 10
Call Ix.
reached at at 924 2222
Morales placed the responsihil
lor protecting valuables hack 4111
111C
"II,
.1
sad
,111(14:111S.
ay% akening tor a resident to Ind he
has been ripped off. He Icel. % to
lated. and the last thing he wants to
hear is that irs his IIVC11 ratIll
111,11C

can’t impress upon these kids enough to
lock their doors.’

hate to

11,11.4..

been

1,1

Fullerton
fired UPlYs
top man
Ity I.arry Xragon
Daily staff writer
President Gaol 11111,, ton
reneged on a [nowise to
the uniyeisity ’s former police
chief to resign in eight month.
by tiring him tom day alter
she accepted his resignation.
the Spartan Daily has teal lied
Lewis St.lial/
()CI I
submitted
iesiviiatiori
his
which Fullerton a,,epted
26. hut I
I
ion _tie?
,,ent
back on het de, iion.
to L11/1:411114:111,
ealelf
S4:11i11/ till Wel1111.,11.1
In an 1111C1

IC \\

11-11%

said
had deckled to
resign because his stipei y
.
Evectitie
Piesident I
Handel Evans. told hini that he
would recommend that the
president not lelleN Ills contract.
Schatz said he gay e the
university eig.ht months
to allow it enough time to find a
new chief and allow him
enough time to fintl [levy hit,
and finish some of the pi-oh...!
he hial begun at the police de
parinicnt.
In a letter dated (kt .’h
Fullerton ay y-eptevl Schat/
(ki. 15 resignation
ii,i
June 30. and stated. "the call y
resign,
announcement ol
tion
make it possihk.
the l’inersit
to begin
letigtli poses. ot
new dire,..lin ot public satet%
who would join LIS Ile \ I st1111
Sellin/

F01.11’
s later . 1111SSeSt-I
Fullerton sent Sdiat,
leitei
which stated that his
ment was terminated as iit (kt
An a siimpany mg dok
ment stated. Since Oct 7h.
19747, new tact. have come to
light. whik it known. would
have pie% creed SISI. how a
lis1;2!1;1111111
cepting
the tei ins pi. ised
Schat, said he does nor
know w hat the ’new tact.’
are. hilleitim said Wednesday
that she would not discuss per
sonnel matters.
In the termination lettei
;
bulk:1ton cued
Title 5 of the Calitoinia Vii
ministratike
Code,
vv
states.
managenient pet
sonnet plan employee serves at
the pleastite ot the 1...11111)(1s
president."
The ctkle states that a
management personnel ea
t IR IV; . pat,,e

Enrollment grows
in Women’s Studies
Grant
Daily staff writer
Not all new organ, anon. are
ahle to succeed from the start. but
the Vs omen’s Studies program has
done lust that.
The Women’s Stud.es Program
has heen quite succe.sful sltiCe
St as lountled in 1072.
SJSI.’ is one of the first universities in the country. to have such a
program.
"Our enrollment has been very
ful. and we’re looking forward to continuing success." Jane
Boyd said. lecturer for the Women’s
Studies program for nine years.

SU

In the fall of 1972. there were
h3 students enrolled in Women’s
Studies and two courses offered.
Since then both the pnigram’s
enrollment and the number of
courses dramatically .
This semester there were 211-3
students enrolled
Women’s Studies courses and a total ot nine classes
offered.
The Women’s Studies program
was started because of a demand for
classes ahout women*. issues.
The formation ot the program
imilled a comhination of faculty .
student. and administration aim%
ism. Boyd said.
"The faculty was very anxious
into existence."
to help this y
Roy(’ said

as also supAdministi num
portive of the idea.
The Women’s Studies program
is not limited to women only The
program is open to everyone.
-It continues to he all issue tor
at the univerall women and
sity .- Floyd said
The program olteis students an
emphasis within a hachclor’s degree
tit the Social Scrence-Vy’rimen.4
Studies department rit :77 mills and
30 units tor the mastet s degiee
Thew are
There ale [Mee kV omen’s stud..
tes classes that tultill general education requirements: "Filmic W’omen
in America." "Stud ot W’onteit.and "Perspectise on Se \ kink,
The courses weie 011i:in:illy labeled SOC S and Women’s Studies.
hut are now undr.1 SSL 1SIS ahhi es ia
lion in the Spline ss Itedide
classes.
Anyone who wishes to em011
Women’s Studies classes and has
questions should contact now

Editor’s Note
Readers:
Due to upcoming final examinations, this will he the lust
issue of the Spartan Daily for
the tall semester. The staff
thanks you for your continued
support and criticisni.
Look lot us again in the
spring beginning Jan. 28.
Karen M. Deren/i
Spring 1988 bditor
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Cal Bowl worth the lengthy trip
Saturday. the SJSU football team w ill play
its final bxuball game of the year as the
Spartans compete against Eastern Michi-

gan University in the California Bowl at
Fresno.
Granted. the drive from San Jose to
Fresno is a long one, but seeing the Spartans
will be well worth it.
This will be the last time that Spartan fans
will see the likes of seniors Mike Pere?, Kenny
Jackson, Guy Liggins, Greg Cox and Yepi
Pauu, among others wearing the Blue and
Gold.
This year’s graduating class has given
SJSU fans many things to cheer about. Back -

All religions have value
Throughout history religious beliefs have divided
both families and friends. and driven even deeper
wedges betveen enemies.
t ’mil recently, I had not felt this division.
As .1 iournalist and an individual interested in various religions - including pagan ones
I am repulsed
articles that denigrate "non-Christian" relig
Ili’ I have discovered something incredible -- I
am both a Chi ratan and a pagan.
Until this point. my fears prevented me from admitting this in writing. hut as the media continue their
Hit/ aeainst metaphysics. psychics, and other New -

to-back Pacific Coast Athletic Association titles, two trips to the Cal Bowl and ro:ognition
for our athletic program.
A large contingent of Spartan fans can
only help bring more school spirit to Bulldog
Stadium. Just think of it, if at least 20,0(10 fans
make their way to Fresno, the Spartans will
have a larger cheering section by an almost 2-1
margin.
When players hear their fans cheer wildly,
it only gets them more pumped up Ibr a game.
Tickets will. remain on sale through Friday. Thank the team for a great year hy
cheering them on in this, the championship
game,
Age philosophies. this issue has become too important
to ignore.
Diversity gives an individual a more open mind.
and is the key to the beauty of the universe.
Following only one faith’s set of guidelines is limiting, such as the one sa. ithin most Chosiian sects that
downplay the necessity ot women in religious rituals.
Mixing beliefs in the Holy Trinity. druids. dragons and crystals may not make sense, but it keeps some
magic in my life.
Contrary’ to some peoples beliefs, study ing metaphysics (a philosophy which seeks to explain the nature
of being) has not bewitched or ruined iny soul. I still
like to raise
attend weekly church services and
my hypothetical children in the same faith.
People fear the unknown whether it be faith. death
or taxes. In order to beat fear. people must keep their
minds open.
A diverse range of experience. education and
mixing relifriends is acceptable in society. so v. hy
gions so bad?
Science fiction fans immerse themselyes in lords.
wishes and evil empires. and that accepted.
Logical, intelligent people play Dungeons and
Ihagons. a game of mental swordplay and mysticism
that mixes Christian eihk. and the magi, it god -like
figures. and they are ih...pted
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ing ith my mixture ot religions?
%that’s w
As a journalist w. hi, desires to specialize in religion writing, I recogni/e the need for worldwide acceptance of religious diversity . For. a person’s concept of
a higher being colors and influences everything else in
his or her life. To truly understand a society . one must
study the religious beliefs or myths surrounding that
culture.
As I see it, newspapers. maga/ines arid television
continue to depict metaphysics and psychics as charlatans. Any sense of objecti its seems lost.
After stating my position. some may doubt my objectivity . But as one
yalues all religions. my goal
is to include any and all significant points.
But being open to different elements also leaves
me open to ridicule and criticism.
After wearing a crucifix. an ankh and other religious jewelery fOr several years. I didn’t think twice
when given a crystal for Christmas one year.
I have worn my teardrop -shaped crystal on a silver
chain around my neck for more than a year now and
have garnered an unusual amount of attention.
A crystal is simply a piece of clear quart/ or glas,..
but a lot of people vicar one as a type ot good -luck
piece. It does not signify that one is a devil -worshipping pagan. nor does it show a disrespect for Christianity .

,01111:6-

RISTIMA51
8’
ANOELO LoPEZ

Relieving in the power of a rabbit’s toot or the
luck of a four-leaf clover doesn’t upset most people. so
what is it difference with a crystal?
Inanimate objects do not possess power without
human input. Therefore. the crystal only has power if
one believes it does. The same is true with other articles of superstition.
Because I believe in the healing and harmoni/ing
influence of the crystal I have been called everything
from witch to weird() to idiot. What has offended me
the most is when I was told I can not be a Christian if I
wear the crystal.
In my study of religion I have witnessed the pain
that narrow-minded individuals bring by their thoughtless words.
Whatever I belie e I know it’s right for me. The
next time someone tells you about something she or he
believes in. don’t feel threatened take time to weigh
the information.
Alter all. what you think of me may hurt. but your
words reveal more about yourself than about me.
This is Deborah Guadan’s last column as Spartan Daily editor. Next semester life is supposed to
return to a mimeo hat normal schedule. But the
problem is nolo that ’mirmal" seems boring.

Letters to the Editor
Pearl Harbor ad insulting, insensitive
\ s a former staff member of SJSU. I want to express iny outrage user the ad celebrating the so-called
Pearl Harbor Day party. When I was on campus during
the late ’70s and early liOs. I remember this fraternity
running an ad for the same event. There was much criticism ot the party’s theme for its racist overtone and inserisit v iis . At the time. the organizers stated that they
did not v,ant to offend anyone and didn’t see the fuss. I
don’t remember them publicly advertising this type of
theme party again.
This time. under the seemingly well-meaning guise
ot a benefit tor the Special Olympics, the fraternity is
showing its lack of honest regard for the feeling,s of those
effected by this event and its aftermath fthe Japanese American concentration camps) by sponsoring it% seventh anima/ party. As a side note, I notice that there was
no tee charged for the party . It is hard to imagine raising
much money when you don’t charge people.
I am currently the chairperson of the Nihonmachi
Outreach Committee in the San Jose Japanese -American
community We hase been active within the redress/reparations movement and have found that these type of
:tiny ines .erve to stir up negative stereotypes and feelings toward the true history’ of Japanese in Ameria. 1
leel that this fraternity should he reprimanded for know ingly continuing to use this racist theme for its event.
In addition. if the fratemity is sincere in its efforts,
e would he happy to provide some background education about the history and experiences that make this type
ot vvent offensive to the Japanese -American community.
Gary I). Jio
Chairman
Nihoninachi hitrcach ’ommittee

Vehicle restrictions are necessary

honk or bang an umbrella on the cart to alert these "discourteous people of the inconvenience they were Cali!,
ing.
The conditions on any given campus are different.
of course, but I would encourage the powers-that -be here
at SJSU to consider all the options available before restricting anything Let’s take note of w here the real danger to pedestrians lies. Personally. 1 ,.ould rather he
knocked to the ground by somebody on a bike or skateboard than be run down under the tires of some golf cart
on its way to deliver doughnuts. Think about it.
Jim !McCormick
Pedestrian
IJOisuinneksws

Goodbye to left-leaning columnist
Editor,
In regard to Spartan Daily columnist Da% e I Anson,
we are glad this semester is eliding in mote than one
way. Not only do we leave a semester of studie... we also
leave behind Lanson’s ignorant and leftist v iewy in his
columns. We are tired of reading Lanson’s unresearched
opinions that focus on the extreme lett. rather than the
middle.
In reading his opinion pieces through the course of
this semester. we hase reali/ed that Lanson is "antiAmerican and doesn’t know what it means to be a citizen in this great country. Nor does he reali/e how fortunate he is to live in a country. that offers freedoms most
countries do not benefit from.
We don’t feel we are alone in our feeling% for improved fairness in regard to reader opinions. We hope in
the future that printed material will express the "middle" rather than one writer’s extreme opinion.
Kevin Faulkiiiberry
eroillauuntii7s
Stall l’arlberg

As a student at Cal Poly. San Luis Obispo from
19,44-146. I personally experienced the effects of regulating bicycles and skateboards. At that campus. bicycles
were restricted to bike lanes on certain parts of the inner
campus Hut rack% were placed outside every classroom
building and in the Student Union area. An outright ban
%ltd.% placed on skateboards. This, I believe, was more
due to the hilly nature of the campus and a skatehoardists’ relative inability to brake, rather than any serious threat posed by them.
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo had some other "vehicle’ bans as well. From the hour to 10 minutes past the
hour, motori/ed campus service vehicles and such were
restricted from driving in the inner campus. Drivers were
required to stop their vehicle% and wait the 10 minutes
before resuming their duties. Prior to this restriction, I
Wit% personally "nudged’ by a large truck when I failed
to clear the way fast enough for the driver.
I have yet to receive such a friendly gesture from
drivers on the SJSU campus. but I have observed and
participated in incidents where the golf carts and Cush mans have raced up silently behind unsuspecting pedestrians. closed within a foot or two, and proceeded to

Journi:Iniskrn’r

Owners conspired against players
F.ditor.
Yes. it is true a majority of Major League Baseball
players are overpaid, but contrary to what Nelson Cardadein) (Spartan Daily, Dec. I) believes, it is the owners’
fault.
Arbitrator Tom Roberts’ ruling was right. A preschool child could have done a better snow job than the
owners did in their dealings with free agents the past
couple years. It was collusion, there is no way you can
say it wasn’t.
Nelson’s article was well -researched. but he lost it
when he said. "You cannot force someone to buy something he does not want!" Come on Nelson! Don’t tell me
that George Steinbrenner did not want to sign Jack Morris. With Morris. the hest pitcher of the ’Ws in the
American League, the Yankees would have won the
A .L. East hand% down. Steinbrenner wanted him. hut his
hands were tied. Morris ended up getting the same pay
from the Tigers that he wanted from other teams (SI

million).
In the National League. you had the defending batting champion. base -stealer supreme, Timmy Raines of
the Montreal Expos. a free agent. You would think a
player of his stature would not be insulted. Wrong! The
two teams that offered him contracts. the Houston Astro%
and the Sall Diego Padres. wanted him to sign for less
money than he was already making.
In Raines’ dealing with the Padres. he asked that
$100,1X10 more be added to the offer. and that he be
given a chance to earn incentives to reach his base salary
of the year twfore. He would still be earning less than the
previous year. San Diego’s response: No! We don’t need
you! Ha!
The v..iirst team in the N.l. doesn’t need someone
who is aiguably the hest player in the N.I.. Instead
Raines signs with the Expos for an increase in salary.
Nice "fiscal restraint by the owners! Let’s hear it for
stop now. because I believe I’ve stated the other
P.R.
side’s opinion. The fact is the owners are handling it
wrong.
Nlatthevt I). Anderson
Junior
Public Relations

Lacrosse Club deserves A.S. tunds
Editor.
I am writing in regard to the new lacrosse team’s requeq for A.S. funds. As a member of SJSU’s newest
athletic club. I am baffled by the amount of opposition
and resistance the club ha% faced while attempting to acquire funds.
Doesn’t SJSU and the A.S. approve of expanding
athletic clubs in general? It seems that the A.S.’s fear% ot
assisting the club with unnecessary’ funding stems from
their ignorance about the sport. The board argues that
liability is an issue. This has never been a problem with
the Rugby Club as long as I’ve been here.
Rugby is just as potentially dangerous as lacrosse.
yet the A.S. has funded them in the past without much
argument. I also found it ironic that in the same article it
states the fencing team received A.S. money to host a
visiting team. Isn’t fencing a little dangerous, too’? Did
the board ask them about liability’?
One major difference between the Fencing Club and
the Lacrosse Club is the fencer’s have protective equipment: we don’t! That’s why we’re asking for the money
in the first place.
I’m sure the board will do the right thing hut its
seemingly uncooperative and biased attitudes are not just
hurting us as a team. but the whole athletic community at
SJSU. This problem is just a small ponion of a bigger
problem that has plagued SJSU’s student leaders, administrator% and community. This meager suprxm was
shown at every. home football and volleyball games and
our athletic events this semester. When is SJSU going to
wake up? We have great athletic teams and clubs here.
Successful athletic programs thrive on the supwrt of
their fans and their beliefs in school pride.
Even though SJSU is largely a commuter school.
this is not a valid excuse for lack of athletic support. I am
going to play lacrosse for SJSU regardless of the tioard’s

decision because I’m a Spartan and will be proud to represent this school to the best of my ability..
Illiad Rodriguez
Junior
Art

Stores commercialize holidays
Editor.
In regard to Deborah Kaplan’s Dec. 3 Entertainer
column about the holiday’ seasons:
I’m really. son-y that Deborah was brought up so deprived and sheltered from the "real world." In her article she states. "I have nothing against Christmas. it’s
just that I resent it. It is too commercialized."
I must say that (7hristmas has become trio commerciali/ed. but who is to blame for this’? The first places to
look are the retail stores. In the eyes of the retailer.
Christmas starts at the end of (ktober. The profits are incredible. Fifty percent of all retail sales for one year
come during the Christmas season.
Some of the largest retail department stores are
owned by individuals of Jewish descent. Deborah need%
to direct comment about Christmas being too commercial to the owners of the big department stores.
Deborah also mentioned that she was irritated by a
family being together singing Christmas carols together
in front of a fireplace. This is an old tradition that brings
families close together to share the happiness of the
Christmas season. Unfortunately Deborah is very narrow
minded. She can’t see past the end of her nose. and feels
so strongly about how awful Christmas is.
She also writes: "I wouldn’t mind Christmas so
much if Hannukah was commerciali/ed a little more."
Maybe she should move to Israel where the celebration of Ilannukah is in the majority. and is. "commerci al i /ed it little more."
RafTi Nalvarian
Senior
Public Relations

West Hall staff poorly prepared
Editor.
As a West Hall resident. I was awakened from a
sound sleep Saturday at 2:15 a.m. As the resident advisers prodded us from our state of lethargy. we were
herded down 12 flights of stairs only to stand aimlessly
outside in the cold rain. There appeared to be a complete
absence of any organization. Because there was no fire.
and the drill was unplanned, one can assume some disgusting drunk thought it would be amusing to pull the
alarm.
The UPD appeared on the scene and because of (he
its new staff, they were unable to use the keys to tum off
the alarm. Meanwhile, more than 200 residents were
forced to wait outside in the stormy weather for 40 minutes. Whay don’t the RA’s have access to an alarm key’?
Doesnl the housing department trust them’? Also. why
aren’t UPI). the RA’s and resident directors better prepared for this kind of occurance?
Deborah Warren
Speech communications
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Reagan, Gorbachev meeting
closes with ’optimistic’ point
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev grappled with differences over Afghanistan and
cutbacks in strategic nuclear arms
Vv’ednesday in a two-hour meeting
that ended "on a very optimistic
"This was a day of heavy lifting." presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said at the conclusion of
the leaders’ lone meeting of the day.
Reagan and Gorbachev are to
wind up their discussions with an
Oval Office meeting and a working
luncheon on Thursday. The White
House said Reagan would address
the nation at 9 p.m. EST Thursday
from the Oval Office. just hours
after Gorbachev sums up the meetings at a Soviet F.mbassy news conference.
Reagan and Gorbachev discussed the Iran -Iraq war. the sevenyear-old Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and prospects for cutting
strategic nuclear arms. Fitzwater
said.
"The president and the general
secretary were very pleased with the
meeting this morning. They left on a
very optimistic note. . . . There’s a
very. good feeling on where we are
going." Fitzwater said.
However. two officials, both
insisting on anonymity. said alterward that Fitzwater conveyed an
impression of too much optimism
and that no breakthroughs were near.
Circulating through the same ballrimin where Fitzwater had just
briefed. the officials said he kid
meant to convey optimism about the
warmth of the leaders’ relationship.
not movement on issues.
Accompanied only by. interpreters. the leaders talked in the privacy
of Reagan’s study for I I minutes
and then moved into a plenary meeting with senior advisers.
Fitzwater said it was "a kind of
roll -up -your -sleeves" session after
the pre -ordained drama of Tuesday’s
treaty signing.
As the meeting broke up. Gorbachev smiled at me and the president winked." said Gennady Gerasimin the Soviet Foreign Ministry
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spokesman He and Fitzwater declined to 1.11,:l1S1 details of the meeting.
Gerasimov said the two sides
discussed a timetable for the v.’ithdrawal of the 115.000 SO let troops
(tom Afghanistan.
"The fact that me are ready to
withd-aw from Afghanistan is something that I have said sometime
ago.- Gorbachev said. sitting down
with Reagan at the shirt of the second day of Oval ()Ilic,. discussions.
"So. v,hat we will have to discuss
will be more specific...
Gorbachev ’s tinie with Reagan
was limited bec‘ause of the Soviet
leader’s private agenda. v Inch included talks with congressional leaders. a meeting with editors and publishers. a luncheon v. ith Shultz and a
dinner at the Sov iet Embassy for the
Reagans.
There v,as pressure from Reagan and Congress to end the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan arid speed
up the withdrav al ot 115.000 Red
Army troops.
In fact. it as the Sov let incursion into Afghanistan in 1979 that
led to the scuttling of the strategic
arms limitation treaty (SALT II) by
the Senate. It has never been ratified.
Gorbachev. met at the Soviet
embassy with nine congressional
leaders after threats by conser% ati% es
to stage an embarrassing denionstra
tion bkx..ked plans foi 111111 10 address
a mint meeting of Congress In addi
tion to Afghanistan. the% also dis

sAN FRANciso , p)
A
SI .500 reward is being «tiered for
the retum of a cornerstone and the
1912 time capsule it reportedly contained that thieves chiseled out of defunct Polytechnic High School.
Alumni include former Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger and
George Fenneman. Grouch() Mars’s
one-time tele% ision fin!. Some of
them have posted a third of the rewind. with the rest being put up by a
contractor scheduled to begin the
building’s demolition on Vv’ednesday.
"How can you replace something thats unreplaceable." said
Frank Buscamo. class of 1953. The
school was, closed in 1977.

SpartaGuide
Amnesty International is having
a dance in the SJSU Dining Commons tomorrow night from 9:30
p.m. to 1 a.m. Call Susie Salminen
at 277-8225 for information.
SJSU Ski Club wants you to
know about their trip to Squaw Valley. Find out how you can participate by. dropping by- the Ski Club
table in front of the Student Union.
Call Chuck at 268-5633 for information.
SJSLI Choraliers is having a
Christmas Concert at 4 p.m. Sunday
at the Sunnyvale Presbyterian
Church at 728 W. Fremont Ave..
Sunnyvale. Call Charlene Architieque at 924-4332 for information.
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S.F. mayor vows
’unorthodox’ term

cussed the tieaty signed Tuesday for
the elimination of intermediate range nuclear missiles (INF).
Senate Ekmocratic leader Robert C. Byrd said he told Gorbachev
that chances for approval of the INF
accord would be enhanced if the So k iet leader. during his visit to Washington. revealed "a reammable
timetable" for withdrawing Soviet
forces from Afghanistan.
"I was telling him it would be
very useful to us if he could give us a
timetable for withdrawal." the West
A’irginia Democrat said.
Senate Minority Leader Hob
R -Kan.. who has voiced reservations about the INF pact. said afterwards he thought it could win
Senate ratification without any
"amendments that would require renegotiation
Die
iets already have indicated the!, are prepared to withdraw
their forces from Afghanistan
a
year. But Reagan and his adv isers
are operating on the assumption the
Soviets are so weary of the bloody
conflict betv.ven the pro-Moscow
government in Kabul and U.S.-aided
Afghan rebels that they may be
ready to accept a much shorter
timetable.
Senate Majority Whip Alan
Cranston. D -Calif.. seemed to reinforce that belief when he quoted
Gorbachev. as saying. ’We have no
intention ot staying in Afghanistan.
We just don’t want others to fill the
vacuum. Vv’e want a non-aligned Alehanistan .

SAN FRANCIS(’0 (AP)
Art Agnos. a former social worker whose populist mayoral campaign
overcame long odds, vowed Wednesday to be an
unorthodox mayor following his resounding victory
over a City Hall insider.
The 49 -year-old Democratic state legislator and
self-described liberal climaxed a savvy eight -month
campaign by defeating John Molinari, president of
the board of supervisors. with 70 percent of the vote
in Tuesday’s runotr election.
Molinari. 52. who called himself a centrist, was
endorsed by outgoing Mayor Dianne Feinstein and
other influential politicians for the nonpartisan job but
kll victim to strategic flubs and Agnos. idea oriented, grassrootsi campaign.
A Greek immigrants son who arrived here by
bus in 196b, Agnos declared that his runaway triuniph
proves "politics can still belong to the people."
"We are ready to get to work for affordable
housing. for a revitali/ed fishing industry. for small
business and any siie businesti that brings tot). ith
real opportunity for our people." he told 3.000 boisterous supporters gathered at a downtown hotel Tuesday night.
He also called the outcome a mandate for
change, telling reporters early Wednesday that out of
"grace and respect" the city ’s 185 appointed commissioners should submit their resignations "in order
to give me a chance to shape this administration
across the board...
"You’re going to see me doing things that are
unorthodox." Agnos said in the first interview spelling out specific plans for his administration beginning Jan. 8. He cited planned visits to police precincts
to chat with officers as well as rolling up his sleeves
for brown -bag lunches with city department heads.

U.S. military plane
crashes in Antarctica

Buscamo
added
that
the
school’s former students left the cornerstone in the building because they
thought it was "like a 400-pound
stone that would be sate .
Instead. alumni discovered the
cornerstone consisted of a faceplate
that covered a tublelike opening in
the bricks As a result. it was easy
for thieves to pry off last Thursday
night and truck off. A time capsule
v,as believed to he in the opening.
and is presumed to have been stolen.
Huscaino suspects alumni from
riv al schools could be to blame for
the theft.
"Poly won all those championships. 14 years straight once. and a
lot of other alumni from other
schools were quite angry with us because we were such a good football
school.’’ he said.

CHRISTCHURCH. Nev.. Zealand (AP> A
U.S. military transport plane carrying 11 people
crashed on an icy airstrip in Antarctica Wednesday
and reports said three people were missing and at least
three were injured.
Cmdr. Hob Harter. head of the U.S. Navy’s Antarctic research program. Operation Deepfreeze. said
the C -I30 Hercules plane was carrying II people and
crashed on a small airstrip about WO miles north of
America’s McMurdo Station.
He said he was unable to comment on reports by
ham radio operators that three Americans were unaccounted for and feared dead.
"I have no information ... of any fatalities. That
would be merely speculative.’ Harter told The Associated Press by telephone.
The four-engine plane. equipped with ski -type
landing gear, crashed at 9 a.m. 15 p.m. Tuesday EST)
during an operation to recover another Hercules that
went down at the site 15 yew s ago.
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The Ultimate In Self-Protection
= For Non -Violent People

For information call: 924-6240 or

Student Discount

Stop by the A.S. office (3rd floor Student Union)

INSTANTLY stops any attack
on contact Leaves attacker
dazed for up to 15 minutes
depending on shock
Great for walking your dog or
logging Legal -- Safe to carry
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San Jose State

STUDENT

December 14, 1987 at 5:00 PM

The Valley Merchandise Center
4200 Suite A Basset St
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 748 9255

Space Shocker

1988
"We’ll hase a soy xiimpetitise
.
team." said coach Bill
lint then again. any team would
he compt...tise it it had the talent iii
senior Kick Beris on its side.
A two-time Al! America and
[SA Pan American Games part’, I
pant. Herr!, hecanie the first playei
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oser 20 points a game (11) 11 Iasi
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He learlled a lot playing against the
hest in the world in the Pan Ani
Game.

CHECK OUT OUR
DAILY SPECIALS
4pm to 9pin

Women’s Health Care Just Off Campus
’Walk in pregnancy tests
Complete gynecological services
’Tubal ligations
Testing for sexually transmitted
diseases

Aborlion services
(through 20th week)
Evening and Saturday
appointments available
Family medicine

$3.50

rt
orcir
Do or
7CLI3

Sliding Fee Scale
Special State Funds

SG

Women’s
Community Clinic, Inc.

287-4322
FOR APPT.
287-4090
MAIN OFFICE

696 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from San Jose Hospital)

Serving the South Bay for over 15 years

YES -- WE PAY UP TO 60%
YES -- WE HAVE SHORTER UNES
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
-- WE PAY UP TO 60%

WE HAVE SHORTER UNES
YEs -- WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT

YES --

STUDY 24 HOURS

Tuesdays:
Baked potato and Pepsi scxla

$1.85

The Student Union will
be open 24 hours a day
for studying during
finals week!

Wednesdays:
1 piece chicken box
and a Pepsi soda

$1.85
The hours are:
Noon Sun, Dec.13 to
8 pm. Fri, Dec. 18.

Thursdays:
5 piece chicken box
and 2 pepsi sodas

$6.00
Fridays:
1 piece chicken breast box

$2.00
Good through
December 17, 1987

YES -YES -- WE HAVE SHOR1ER
YES -- WE PAY UP TO 60%
YES -- WE DO NOT REQUEST A RECEIPT
yEs -- WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAYS
9Uf YOUR 10093

INSURANCE AND MEDI-CAL
PLANS ACCEPTED.

THEIROOST*1
Mondays:
2 piece chicken box with a
Pepsi soda and 2 cookies

YES YES YES

Nvoentrtl’

Free coffee will be
available from 7pm.
to 6am. courtesy of
Spartan Shops.
FUNDED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

AT OTHER STORES
Is WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
As WE PAY UP TO 60%
Is WE HAVE SHORTER
LINES

felots

330
S’AN

SOUTH TENTH STREET
JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112
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Legacies
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Daily stall writer

best show to come on television lust year
The
was ’Our World.’
The show. starring Ray Gandolf and
Linda Ellerbee. dealt with a particular period in
time. At the end of the show. Gandoll and
Ellerbee would look at the results
both short
terms and long tenn -- of the events that
happened.
Now. if the show was still on, it would be safe
to say that it wouldn’t discuss the events of the late
sunimer and early fall of 1987. But since this is my
last column. I would like to review some of the
events that happened the past three months.
These occurences weren’t earth -shaking. Flut
they were a part a legacy. So without further ado.
here are some of the legacies of the late summer
and early fall of 1987.
America went one week without
professional football. No, the strike wasn’t settled
right away. The owners signed players released
during summer camp. Some called them
replacement players. Others called them scabs.
Regardless of what this type of fix)tball was called.
it lasted three weeks before the union called the
strike off.
St. Louis Cardinal fans had more chances to
cheer as their baseball team beat the Giants in the
National League Championship Series to advance
to the World Series. As the fans cheered on their
Cardinal% during the Series. their behavior
improved. However the cheering stopped when the
Minnesota Twins won the Series.
Nick Vann% was buried nearly two weeks
after he was killed in the Northwest Orient plane
crash. Vanos’ last three teams have dedicated their
seasons in his memory. At Santa Clara. a small
patch with the number 32 has been sewn on each
iersey’s left sleeve. The Phoenix Suns, for whom
Vanos was expected [4) start for this year. have each
player wearing a number 30 patch. Prior to their
home opener, the Suns presented a three -minute
vide() showing Vanos’ play at Santa Clara and with
the Suns. And at Hillsdale High in San Mateo, the
Knights will retire his number in January.
After losing a heart stopper to Oregon State.
the Spartan football team bounced back to win their
last eight games. Some games were close, but
others were routs. SJSU has one more game to
play, Saturday’s California Bowl. The game will be
broadcasted by ESPN.

),,,N,,

That’s the way it was for a part of summer and
of 1987. For me, summer ended
on a Monday morning when I learned about
the death of Nick Vanos. I was deeply saddened by
his death. Nick was more than just a basketball
player. He was someone who cared a great deal
about his friends. Perhaps it was Vanos’ close
friend Scott Lamson who said it best when
describing Nick.
"The Phoenix Suns might be able to find
another 7 -foot center. but I doubt I’ll ever find
another friend quite like Nick," Lamson said.
Montents after Vince Coleman caught Chili

Dav is. fly ball for the final out of the
NCLS. I swore that I would never think
about the Giants in the World Series again. The
pain was too great; the depression. t(x) deep.
But six weeks later. I left Candlestick Park
with a good feeling. I just purchased Giants’ se:1,011
tickets for next year. Not only will I be watching
sonle exciting baseball, but if the Giants clinch the
division. I an) guaranteed post season tickets.
And so it goes.
Mark knyer was the assistant sports editor
of the Spartan Daily. tie %ill spend his winter
break watching "Our World."

Ken P %nerd Special to the Daily
volleyball star Itarhara Iliggins nil! lead the
Spartans tonight against the University of Ilanaii in the NC% Northntsi Reg’
Is.
Higgins is the only player in the PCAA to he ranked
g the lop 10 in four of the
six catagories.
NIVIONSI1 IP BOUND? S,Dars

From page 4
point guard Keith Hill and junior small forward Jeff McC(x)I, who averaged 9.1 ppg.
The power forward position will be handled by Willie Joseph.
"Willie’s a 6-fixit-31/2 power forward that will create
probleins. either for us or for our opponents since most
power forwards are 6-fitot-6 or h -foot -8.’ McCarthy
said.

Fresno State

Eight lettermen and six new recruits will he blended
together by coach Ron Adams to form this year’s Bulldog squad.
Fresno had a disappointing 9-20 record last season.
Adams thinks the Bulldogs will surprise ...Mlle people
this year.
"We have helpled ourselves in the backcourt.
Adams said. "We will be a better shooting team also. ’
Junior All-PCAA Mike Mitchell returns after :Ivo
aging I 1.9 points and setting a new FSU season steal record 1651 in I986 -K7.
Handling the forward spots will be b-foot -6 Jervis
Cole and 6-foot -6 Derrick Borden. Cole led ESU in scoring 12.-0 last year and the team’s second leading re bounder (5.(0. Borden led the Bulldogs in rebounding
17.1) and blocked shots 131) while averaging 10 points a
gamc. Rene Ehelfies. the ICIIM’S third leading rehounder
will be the center.
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tii king wry hard and they’re
disciplined
I carting the returners is 6-foot -4 senior g,uard MorIon
\ . \\ ho a\ aged a team leading 12.8 points and
4 " assists last season as the team’s floor leader.
\ ntlion \ I angsion. a 6 -foot -10 senior center. re tut ns al lei a \ el ag mg 10 7 points and 5.5 rebounds.
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SUZUKI
PRESENTS

KN TV. Channel
11. will
broad\ ast a one hour special on the
SJSU toothal team. Friday night
front 8 to

WE HOTTEST DEALS OF THE
YEAR ON A SPECIAL WRITER
,11NENFORY OF sumo sAmumuni

The broadcast. titled "San lose
Slate Football .87
Spa’ t,in
Glot .. \\ ill he hosted hy I<N I \

.P0 -.A

Apply For:
Hostess
Waiters/Waitress
P. M. Concierge
PBX Operators

APPLICATION HOURS

Thurs. 9-12

(NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE)

"4P
DOUBLETREE
HOTEL

DOWN!

hICIE’Y

IFOOGINCONS
*10b%
HURRY! DONT WAR FOR A HIGHER PRICE!
’88 Suzuki Samurai 2A ST
S$1 22H062

StS000 GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP

$7,688
to choose from
SUZUKI. INC
L0.9

NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION
SJSU Phi Kappa Phi Chapter
nominee will compete for one of 50
$6000 fellowships
for graduate education
in any field.
Outstanding students
should contact
PKP Pres. Wanda Blockhus, BT 958,
924-3534
PKP Secretary Richard Keady,
Graduate Studies, ADM 150, 924-2484.
Doadline for Applications:
Tabruary 15, 1988

-- WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL 1987-88
CATCH THIS EXCITING NCAA WOMEN’S BASKETBALL ACTION

DEC. 12,

rtft)fAkkttnt’,44~*.4.0-4,,:.:

Greyhound’s
t holiday break.
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t41.1011131’
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7:30

SPARTAN GYM

(Corner of 4th & San Carlos)

SPARTANS
us.
SACRAMENTO STATE

Low, low fares to just about anywhere

you \xarit t,,

No matter where you’re
SAN JOSE
going for the holidays, chances are
TERMINAL
Greyhound can take you there. Be70 So. Almaden Ave
cause we go more places, more
between
often than anyone else.
Post and San Fernando
So if you’re heading home, to
just six blocks west of
the beach or to the mountains, take
campus.
Greyhound. And enjoy the low, low
fares anti excellent service that make
Fare and schedule information
us America’s travel value.
Call today for fare arid schedule
information. And have a very happy
297-8890
holiday season.
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Women’s Basketball groups & youth groups Welcome
NOSIONOns.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
Tip -011 Classic

5101 Great America Pkwy. Santa Clara. California 95054

h'

PHI KAPPA PHI

SAN JOSE STATE

Wed. 9-5

\

\

classmen. along with tour redshirts. can see to it Mot the
prediction does not come true.
"I think we earl finish in the middle sotikok hoe.
O’Neill said.

Football special
to air Friday night

Sports
lioh Stepanich,
KN 1 V \\ eek end Sports Anchoi
RR. k
\ c/ and SJSII football
Joe Harrington begins his first year as the -l9ers’
head coach. trying to rebuild a team that went 12-19 last ow, Claude t iilhert.

JOIN OUR FAMILY TREE

Tues. 9-12
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\\ ash
beat Phillip Pine
ington 1 en iliomo, VIA. las. .,
freshman. tepla\erl minted ti,..itt
lienson. the \. ins

Among the promising redslitris is 6 tool 6 mime
forward Domingo Rosin io.
1,1.4 Ms leg in I el,
ruary of IWW6 and sat 01.II
te,oei R,..ti 1,,
was UOP’s MVP zis a freshman
A highly talented no%siiiiter to the Tigets ilits
is freshman Jon Barry . son ot limner Golden Slats \ \
rior and NBA Hall of Lamer R k Ban\
Pacific
lt
"Jon ha% a real feel tor the
Picked to he the doormat of the league, Tiger coach has been around the gall1C...
I I
Tom O’Neill hopes the return of several talented upper - smart and can really shoot

Cal State Long Beach

"I hadn’t been planning for it.
but I was aware that it could happen." he said. Not only. was he
aware of it, he had discussed the
possibility with his teammates for 1’
years.
"I’ve always said when we
were up by two goals is v.:hen Id
like to go for it. he said.
The opportunity arose when
Roston pulled goalie Rejean 1.emelin
with 1:17 to play and the Flyers were
leading 4-2.
Hoston’s Gordie Kluiak took a
shot. Hextall stopped it. then he real
izcd the closest Bruin, Lyndon
Byers. was still 15 feet away.

Room Servers
Banquet Servers
Cocktail Servers
Front Desk Clerk

V.:1,

1,.1%.1

%%1111

aN’ilN

PCAA: Rebels, Spartans, Titans top teams in league

Flyer goalie Hextall reflects
on first NHL goaltender score
PHILADELPHIA AP) Philadelphia Flyers goalie Ron Hextall
scribbled his autograph on dozens of
rickets and schedules Wednesday .
secure in the knowledge that the goal
he scored was clearly his. and will
be forever.
There will be no need for explanations why he was "credited" with
the goal. and there is no danger it
will be taken from him. His shot.
with 1:12 to play. went 180 feet and
int() the Boston Bruins net Tuesday
night in the Flyers’ 5-2 victory.
He is the first NHL goaltender
to shoot a goal into the opponents’
net.

Sparta,

Like the majority of tourists
ho leave Las Vegas with many
losses and few wins. the Spartans’
wrestling team gambled against
sonic of the top wrestlers in the nation and. for the most part. cattle
away empty handed.
Fly the end of the Las Vegas
Tournament, this past weekend. not
one Spartan wrestler placed in the
final rankings. To top it off. the entire wrestling squad had a total ot
four wins.
"It was a very disappointing
experience for us." coach Ke \
Hejnal said. "We should’ve won a
couple more matches, but when you
wrestle against the best in the nation,
that’s how it is sometimes. ’
No one understands Hejnal
words better than 134.pound Spartan
Greg Eissner. who in the first round
of competition went up against
world champion John Smith from
Oklahoma State.
"It’s not the best thing in the
world to start the tournament by
going against a world champion,"
Hejnal said. "But Greg knew that he
would wrestle the hest and didn’t
complain."
Although Fissner was to. er
matched, he held his own by not giv ing Smith a chance for a pin in the
first two periods, making the world
champion work for his 13-3 lead.
Then, Smith showed the Las Vegas
crowd why his was a world champion by pinning Eissner in the middle of the third period.
Still, the Las Vegas tournament
was not a total loss for Fissner. vdto
came away v,:ith a \ er\ satict 1112 o 5

Dec. 29-30

Spartan gym

alarm
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You Want A Great Display Of Portable Power?

The /Amu Data Systems
1831 ;whip
Special Student Price:

Philippine rebel
captured in raid,
Aquino ’overjoyed’
!MANILA. Philippine% I AP) - Do/ens of soldiers raided a house Wednesday night and captured
Gregorio Honasan. the colonel called "Gringo" who
led a coup attempt against President Coraion Aquino
in August that cost 53 lives.
Aquino, who had accused Honasan of trying to
kill her and her family during the attack on the presidential palace. said she was really overjoyed" at his
capture.
Honasan’s effort was the most serious of several
minor plots to unseat the government since Aquino
took office Feb. 25. 1986. and Ferdinand E. Marcos
fled the country atter 20 years as president.
Gen. Fidel V. Ramos. military chief of staff.
said four other rebel officers and two civilians were
arrested v.. ith Hon:is:in about 7:30 p.m. in the Valle
Verde district of suburban Pasig and were undergoing
"tactical interrogation.
Teodoro Benign. spokesman for Aquino. said
four or five truckloads of soldiers surrounded the
house and Honasan surrendered without a fight.
A priv ate radio station. DZMIM quoted a witness at a nearby house as say ing Honasan saluted his
captors and shook hands %NMI Mem
Ramos said the 41 -vear-old colonel’s arrest "ellectively neutralized’ the rebel group that attempted
the coup Aug. 28. At least 53 people were killed and

hundreds wounded. including Aquino’s only son. Benign III.
Honasan escaped by helicopter from Camp
Aguinaldo, headquauers of the armed forces. shortly
before loyal soldiers recaptured the garrison.
He was not presented to reporters after his arrest
Wednesday, but government television broadcast a
videotape that showed him standing at attention before Ramos. Honasan bit his lip and forced a smile.
The rebel leader was captured five days before
the scheduled start of an Association of Southeast
Asian Nations in Manila. Military and civilian officials had expressed concern that Honasan or other dissidents would try to disrupt the tvvo-day meeting.
Honasan claimed at the time that he did not intend to harm Aquino, whom he accused of "weak and
inept" leadership. He said he had tried to save the
country from communism and to restore effective
government.
At his news conference. Ramos said the renegade colonel was allowed to see his wife and mother
and would receive "honorable treatment under due
process of law.’
Brig. Gen. Ramon Montano. commander of the
Manila garrison. said Honasan took his arrest "very
gamely’. and told interros:ators he v..as about to give a
news conference when the raid occurred.
Montano said two reporters. a foreigner and a
Filipino, v. ere lOund "in the area" and the Filipino.
Arillo of The Manila Times. v. as one
the
two civi I ians anested.
Official% identified the foreigner as Steve Le
Vine. a free-lance American correspondent for several U.S. publication..
Government television said the home was (mated
by a former secretary of Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile.

Wondering Where To Get That Extra Christmas Money?
Come work for the worlds largest temporary service
and earn extra $$$
Secretarial
Data Entry
Receptionist
General Office Work
We also have jobs available for:
Packagers, production, assembly, and general labor. Refer your
friends and get paid a generous referred bonus for each one that
works 40 hours. Walk-in Interviews Monday-Friday 7AM-6PM
Dovmtovm San Jose
185 Park Ave. #191
(408) 988-4444
San Jose
2960 Stevens Creek Blvd.
(408) 241-4900
Oakridge Mall
Blossom Hill & Pearl Ave.
(408) 998-4444
San Jose
Corner of Brokaw
(408) 286-7100
& Old Oakland Rd.
Sunnyvale
(408) 749-1800
146 E. Iowa

0 MANPOWER
ft MPOIAAHr

$1 Q0900
-a- ,’""
The Zenith Data Systems Z-183 PC gm.. y111.1.111 I
power of a desktop in a lightweight, laptop PC. Plus
features a dazzling blue backlit LCD screen for great
readability. Along with 10.5 megabyte hard-disk with
single floppy drive for expanded storage. And you’ll
get longer battery life than with most competitive.
hard -disk laptops. Added to this. are some important
extras...
Now. the Z-183 Laptop PC can be yours at a great
student price when you visit your nearby Zenith Data
Systems Campus Contact. We’ll give you a full demon
stration, and match you up with the right soi 1,1/4 arc al.,
penpherals. To give you a computer that car take
from college to career!
So stop by today. And while you’re at it. ask ahout
the Z-181 Laptop PC. See you soon!

Heath/Zenith
377-8920
Zenith Data Systems
Alex Rush
213/695-0721

FOR ONCE IN YOUR LIFE
ACT! SING! DANCE! WORK BACKSTAGE!
NEXT IN THE UNIVERSITY THEATRE

THE
ADDING
MACHINE

_am data
systems
,,nth I ),Ita System.

by Elmer Rice
This masterpiece o American expressionism
evokes a ghastly vision of a mechanized.
computerized civilization The Adding
Machine is an internationally famous, and
consistently interesting outline. of the life
history and later death history of Mr Zero, a
cog in the vast machine of modern bustneSs
Merch 11, 12,16, 17,16,19 Spm
Box Office Opens March 7 M -F 1 00-5 00pm
Show Nights 6 30-8pm
For Information Call (408)924-4555

Monday Mght, Feb. 1
at 7:00 PM
at the University Theatre
in Hugh Gillis Hall, SJSU Campus

Water Tower
Plaza
Campbell Ave.
u_

300 ()rchard

City

Drive,

Come see the lie
All -New
L.A. Rocks
Campbell

866-5666

AUDITIONS
for Actors, Singers and Dancers

INTERVIEWS
for Backstage Costume
and Scenery Crews
Ask every person if he s heard
the story And tell it strong and
clear if he has not That once
there was a fleeting wisp of glory
called

c mew
Legends spring to lite in Lerner and Lowe’s delightful
musical, Cainekil This enchanting story has a special
appeal for audiences of all ages
Witness the wonderous rise and tragic tall of Camelot
through the stor y of the great love triangle between Arthur
the King. his Queen Guenevere. and his best Mend,
Lancelot Share in the wisdom of Mer lin as he sets Arthur
on his path to enlighten the world Experience the evil of
Arthur’s son, Mordred. as he plots to bring about Arthur s
destruction Enmy the incomparable lyrics and melodies
of Lerner and Lowe in song such as "The Simple Joys ot
Maidenhood." "If Ever I Would Leave You." and. of course
"Camelot"
Bring the whole family and emoy the tale of the once and
future king in Camelot,
Don’t let it be !argot
That once there was a spot
For one brief shining moment that was known
As Camelot
May 6 - 14

You must be a student at SJSU during
the Spring Semester. Course credit
available. Drop by the Theatre Arts
Office in Room 100 HGH for details.
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Schatz: Family plans to stay in state

Firing: No reason given
Frani page /
ployee can be terminated at any tinie
without prior notice as long as the
employee’s corresponding salary is
given in place of three month’s notice.
Schur/ said when he met with
Fullerton Oct. 30 to discuss his termination. she gave him the opportunity to sign a document that would
have allowed him to resign but relinquish his right to sue the university.
The dovument, which Schat,
refused to sign, stated. ’In exchange
for SJSU’s permitting Schatz to resign in lieu of termination and the
payment to him of three month’s salary, Schatz agrees to wake all
claims he may have. either now or in
the future. against the State of California, the Trustees of the California
State University San Jose State University. and their officers. employees or agents."
The document stated further.
"Schat, agrees that he will not make
or pursue any claims or causes of action arising in any way out of the termination of his employment at
SJSU. or the circumstances leading
to that termination, in any court oi
administrative agency. Schat/ also
waives any right he may have to re
consideration under Title 5. section
42728."
Schur/ said he has sought legal
counsel and will know. in a month
whether he will sue the university many of its employees. He would not
re cal Yvhat the suit might entail, and
he would not disclose the name this lawyer.
Schati said he is particularly
disturbed hy the fact that he "was
not advised until October that there
was any problem whatsoever" with
his job performance.
Schat, said he asked for a re
%kw of his performance after six
months but only received an infor-

Live-in lovers
have high
divorce rate
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. tAP1
Couples who lived together before
marrying have nearly an 80 percent
higher divorce rate than those who
didn’t and seem to have less regard
tbr the institution, according to a
study by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
"We are not saying in any way
that cohabiting causes higher divorce
rates.- said Neil Bennett, who teaches sociology at Yale University
and is one of the study’s three authors.
"What we are saying is that it
appears that people who cohabit pre
maritally are less committed to the
institution and are more inclined to
divorce than people who dont Ike
together." Bennett said in an interview last week from New Haven.
Conn.
He stressed that the study does
not indicate that living together before marriage dooins a relationship.
The message in the survey results.
he said. is that "whether or not you
live together. you want to have a serious partner."
The study was based on a 1981
survey of 4,996 Swedish women.
’’Women in Sweden . Interviews
were conducted with 4.300 of the respondents who were 20 to 44 years
old and had lived with their spouses
for one month to 10 years before
marriage.
Swedes were chosen because
they tend to precede American social
trends by 10 to 15 years. said co-researcher David Bloom. an economics professor at Columbia University
in New York. A higher proportion of
Swedes cohabit before marriage. hut
the practice is on the increase in
America.
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mai review that was "good" after
nine months. He said he was never
given a formal review during his 17
months as chief.
According to Title 5. Schat/.
who is a management personnel plan
eal
employee. should haw
uated after six months and atter one
year of serviee
Schat, said Eyck:time Vice
President J. Handel Evans’ revelation Oct. 9 that he %mild recommend that Fullerton not renew
Schatis contract came as a complete
surprise.
At that time. 1... ans would not
give specifics. but told Schati that
there were problems all the department and "he didn’t think they were
correctable." Schat, said.
Schur/ said he V,.is Willing i0
11’, 10 solve the problems, hut Evans’
"interest was in seeing me go right
.

VIA 1,.1

it tinned out. the day that Judith aiiic)1 in Morgan Hill was the
clay that 1. se,. Lin% k’ice President 1
Handel Fs ans "dropped the bomb...
Evans said lie would recommend
that Piesident Gail Fullerton not
renew Scliat,, contract.
-Slie was conling over to start
her new lite and wham!" Schati
said.
has been two months since
that nine. hut the pain ot the eYent
A

(;uil
SJ.S/

ton
ode’’,

\ ked if he is having trouble
vidth his .ituation. Saul/
"I’m too htiii,y avii.ting 111
v, oh coping with
1.11111I
it
Schat/ said Judith has taken his

Evans said through a spokesw
man WednesLlay that he
will not. have anything to say on the
matter...

YES YES YES

%el \ hard."
Because she is a beautician. Judith must haxe a license to %kink in
California. a poke., that ma) Like
months.
Although Schat, Was eiell
place iit !Ince
three months’ salary
months’ notice 01 termination. lie
still feels the illeNstile iit ti ing
find work as soon a. poioahle
He is curiently looking
work iti the inibliv and pro. ate
"not ni.icessai ily linked to 1,1%
tin cement
ol the abruptness ot
the termination.- hoyeyer,
make it dit icult to get %%oil, tor
\Ouch I am qualified.
he saiLl.
"Aml know ing that (Exam,’ and I
1:1111111ill1011
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committed my selt
lowing the boy to conmlete
here and I will do tliat.’ he said.
..1.\:

"Being young,. car insuranc9
companies either didn’t
,
want m
ey wanteg
to ch
fortune.

YES -- WE PAY UP TO 60%
YES -- WE HAVE SHORTER UNES
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
YES -- WE PAY UP TO 60%

3.30
SAN

TENTH
SOUTH
STREET
CALIFORNIA
JOSE,
9 5112

AT
PUBLIC INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM
Even if you’re just starting out, Public Insurance can help
with some of the lowest rates in town, a low downpayment and
payments conveniently spread over 12 months.
Don’t worry if you’ve had some tickets or an accident. We
feel that unlucky drivers deserve a second chance. Call us
now for a quote.
What you’ll hear will be music to your ears.

1-800-345-1995

Use Your =0

Credit Card
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1 COPY
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TERM
PAPER

kinkois

Great copies Oreat people
210 IL THIRD ST. 206-4335
401 E. SAN CARLOS ST. 206-5611

START YOUR CAREER
NOW!

DECEMBER 12
9 AM - 5 PM
MEET AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES!
*25
FLY A 707 JET SIMULATOR

PRIMARY
ADVANCED
JET
TRAINING
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YES -- WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAYS
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YOUR IOW

yEs -- WE HAVE SHORTER UNES
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT
AT OTHER STORES
Its WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
vv. WE PAY UP TO 60%
vu WE HAVE SHORTER
LINES

itee,

’lutist.. III one 01 Me highest e0,1 .ti ;as

YES -YES -- WE HAW MOM UNES
YES -- WE PAY UP TO BO%
YES -- WE DO NOT REQUEST A RECEIPT
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*20
TAKE AN INTRODUCTORY PLANE RIDE!

AIRLINE TRAINING INSTITUTE
SAN CARLOS AIRPORT SAN CARLOS, CA (415) 593-1448
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SJSU actress strives to make the top
11) Nelst)ti tairtiat(leirto
Daily staff writer
She is not wtii tpk..11. good
looking S.ISt
him) \le
Nineteen
eat old iieathei tkk%ikki
MI .1,
piling ;wires.. dancei and model
I ockkkoikl. %%hose permanent
residenee
kali, ho Palos \
has been ;feting lot vais but this
hei
past soininci she parhopated
most signif leant peilotinanee
hum \la\ to the middle of
gust.
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rus I ine the biggest moment in her
acting career
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the most \ pot
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Special to the 1),,
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lo% inn! sings a song from ’
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’You have to have
an open mind to do
what others want
you to do.’
Heather

Lockwood.

SJSU stutient-uctress
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top model
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RESUME COPIES
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310 S. THIRD ST. 295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST. 295-5511
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U.S. Navy Medical Scholarships

As a scholarship student,
The Navy will pay:
UNCENSORED

Full tuition, authorized fees and
educational expenses.
The cost of required books and supplies.
Rental fees for necessary equipment.
Monthly cash payment of $645.00.
For more information call collect.
(415)
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Fired USair agent aboard PSA jet
LONG BEACH
(AP) He
was a violence -prone lover who
tried to strangle one woman and
shot up a garage during a fight with
another. a onetime drug dealer who
used the airlines to move his coeaine and the father of as many as
11 illegitimate children, friends and
court documents said.
On
Monday,
35 -year-old
David A. Burke. a native of England who was born to Jamaican parents, may have killed himself and
42 other people aboard Pacific
Southwest Airlines Flight 1771
from Los Angeles to San Francisco.
Burke. who was fired as a CUStomer serx ice agent by USAir last
month for allegedly stealing company funds, smuggled a gun aboard
the flight with plans to kill his former boss. ABC News reponed. He
left behind a suicide message on his
phone answering machine, a federal
official who refused to he identified

told The Associated Press.
Federal investigators located a
weapon Wednesday in the debris
covering a hillside near Cayucos.
but refused to confirm reports about
Burke’s involvement.
Pilots of the PSA jet, operated
by USAir, radioed as they were
going down that there was gunfire
in the cabin and smoke in the cockpit.
Neighbors who lived near
Burke at a condominium complex
here for the past six months and relatives in Rochester. N.Y.. described Burke as a helpful. friendly
man who was anxious to get ahead
and active in the civil rights
movement.
But long-time friends of Burke
in New York and his girl blend said
he was violent. mercenary and partial to shiny cars, fancy clothes and
good times.
His brother. Allan. who 111 -

rived in Los Angeles from New
York Wednesday and went to his
brother’s home. was asked in a teleith The Assophone inter,. iew
cizited Press it Ins brother had ever
exhibited %totem behav tor. "No.
not to me,’ Burke said
In 1984 and 1485, Burke was
in% estigated :IS :I -major link’ in a
narcotics tratticking operation at
the Greater R05:110110t International
Airport. here Burke wiiiked from
1472 to 198b. a law enforcement
officer involved in ilie probe told
the Rochester Times ’mon
The probe ended with more
than 50 arrests and sex eral cons
t ions, hut Burke was never charged.
Dale Andel son. a special agent
charge of the FBI’s Rochester oft
said Wetinesdiis that Burke
had heen targeted in several local
narcotics investigations hut was
never charged He refused to discuss the specil lc.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AWAY FROM HOME and you don’t
know where to find a pis. of
worship?, Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST just oh camp.,
N
Ilth SI . 286-0348 Need rlde, We
are Christ centered Bible believing and people loving
Bible
cles.a

Sunday at 9 30 A M .
Tuesday at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship et 10 AM
6PM Dorm
Bible studies available
STUDENT

call

WedgCor Acceptance
Corporation. 6600 F Hampden.
Denver. Co 80224 Call 303.7593200. E xl 2403

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Ian t it time
you got down to the bust.. of
your life purpose, Alternative Ca-

$$$$ MAKE UNLIMITED INCOME US
registering Democrats
5242 50

AUTOMOTIVE
DO YOU NEED A CAR,, Please call
AL SILVA at FRONTIER FORD,
Sante Clara. 241.1800 Find out
how you can qualify to buy today
SELL WW Rabbit year 81 color beige... price S2950 Call Christopher (408)2774425

COMPUTERS
PC-COM" Cornputer & Accesories.
404 S 3rd St P2. (408) 295,606
block horn campus Network
$995 IBM AT compatible 51,095
X T 5525 Printer PI0801 $179
Hard disk. modem. mouse
V.
off for students with I
Computer
Accessories 404 S THIRD
ST . San Jo. (408) 295-1E46

FOR SALE
HIKING 600TS Men s sire 9 light wl
worn once. S50. coal $75. Vamp.
women s al. 9 nicely broken In
$25 Pivella leave mesg 294-3599
THE BREAD 6 ROSES BOOKSHOP
hes been a SAN JOSE institution
for 15 yews College-level students of history. political science.
Bleck. AM. and Chicano studies. social work. women s studies, labor history. and meralsrn
sociallarn should come In and
browse We elso have. In English
translation. Soviet lenitbook In
,the social sciences We carry
both new and us. books in the
above fields as well as fiction. poetry. children s. mysteries, end
much more Posters. records 6
periodicals -- and the Juan C.
con Gellery featuring politic.,
third world. and woman
art
15111ED &

ROSES BOOKSHOP -

950 S Ewa! St San Jo. 2942930. (3 blocks south of P280)

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPERS.
CLERKS’ Ern money while developing an impressive resume
through job waperiernce Part time
$ lull time positrons ACCOUN-

ACCOUNTANTS.

TANTS ON CALL . 2635 N lel SI ,
S J 432-6066
AN OPPORTUNITY

TO WORK with
handicapped cnildren Earn $6 hr
20 hr. per week For information
contact Dr PellegrIni et 924.3696
or Dr Roberts el 924-3704

BACK TO SCH001
B ack to Worlim ’’’’’’’’’ ,,,,,, ,,,,,
Gr.’ lob opportunity for return
Mg students Part time hyb seekers etc earn lop dollar doing tele.
marketing tor No Calif largest
tor
Flexible hour
newspaper
Ilearlble people. all shifts Call
to.), 370.9096"’
CAREER OPPORTUNITY’, Start your

a signature

F T. P
make your
own hours Call 243-4593.

NOW

HIRINGM1111111111111111111111111
Foodservers. busperson, dishwasher. cook Must be mgr...

and

achievement

oriented
COCO a FAMIL Y RESTAURANT.
370 S Kiely Blvd . 244-3289. and
700 S Winchester Blvd 965.7434
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP,
National Hrm nose Ms immediate
openings’ Storting psy tete le
510’ No experience is n.0.1 because of our intensive on the lob
trelning program Good math and
reeding skilla ere plus
Some
evening end weekend positions
are avelleble and some flexibility
is eflowed during final crams In
addition. If you qualify. corporate
scholarships ere awarded. Intern.
ships art possible. and you may
earn 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
sem..
During your winter.
spring and dipeclaIN summer
,
lime work is available
Call today for information and an
Interview, or call Monday through
Friday b... 10 and 3PM. (408)
922-0666 11 I. II. la busy.
plea. be pellent and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME. MARKETING REP Here s
good opportunity for ell you
marketing & advertising students
to worli a few hrs
wk
earn
money Apo,. 10 hrs
wk
$5 hr
mi No ap n.
Only
prerequisite is good personality &
being people person Must have
own reliable trona Call for sp.

PART TIME

2 ktchn helpers

CONDO 2-1 2 ba. 5240. 8 min Pm
SJSU Mal narrikr avall 2 1 earlier Ask tor Ed Pray 251-1200
FEMALE HOUSEMATE Share horn.. 1
blk from SJSU Parking. furnished
room. $2130 ino Avellable Dec 15.
call 296-2558

3r,

V" 7Nkr
JUST
BUMS

se.1,1

,

44

P

SAL ES TELEMARKETING
Be your
own boss Work et home Great
commission package Fr. training No experience needed For
person.’ interview cell 415-968.133 Asla for Mr Badger
OFFICERS
PROCESS
SERVERS FT PT S 0 S.all shifts
FT PT evening proc. .rvers
We will treln Apply In person M-F

51AM-4PM. 260 klerridian Ave . SJ .
266-5880
SECURITY RECEPTION ail shifts 11 pt
$546 hr to start Full benefits. no
sperience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd between Olcott
San Tomas 5anta Clara Cell 727-9793
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL,

Extended
day 12-6 PM daily WM have ECE
units. good pay benefit.
Cell
TODAY 723-9360

TELEMARKETING’ Fern $4-512 hr No
amp .c.sary. help rel. funds
for the vet
Mier money.
great for students Cell 268-6039
TV/AS

engr & grecl student. mantling:all
6 widely traveled I in genuinely

WKS BEFORE CHRISTMAS
BREAK . and the money wa
tight I was checking the want oda
each day and eech nIght Talking
wIth people was my strength ils
true But I wanted to work nisi 111
break was thru So I signed up
with the Annuel Fund el SJSU.
and es quick ea could be. Ilkey

desire
to
learn create contrib.
show high deg of sensillvity 6
I
ewe... Girlfriend of 4 yrs

DELIVERY DRIVERS XMAS help. 3-6
hrs on Set Permenent FT PT also

were paying me, Now I wort when
I want. via time to bear.. Eve
plenty of cash -- Merry chrletmas
to me, SJSU Annual Fund. tele-

separated I rn darling 10 feel H.
meeting someone
You re ex
preset.. in...h. kind erudtte Iun.
less wealthy, *Roulet* & horny)

available Earn good SS for driv.
!mg around, Need own car
Ina

phone Out-Re.h Program. cell
Mitch 924.1129

own multi

inaurenc agency
Com.
Up to 430.000
pie. training program al no co.
to you with major company Call
today 371-4663

DATA ENTRY
ing

phones, full time dur-

break.

part

time

during

...I Flits hrs including evevying., weekends Call Judy or
Jiariet al 435-1344

Cell 2044838
DIRECT MARKETING firm needs en
49ti.. reePonalble person to assist with projects ERperlenc. Include
cuelomer
production.
mailing

contact,

wary...
quellty control
scheduling
Contact Al at 437.6773
EULIPIA RESTAUFIANT Is hiring busdinner
sena
waiters for lunch
Greet student lob Call 280-6161.
374 S 1st St San Jo.
HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campus
Must know repair plumbing $7 hr
part time Don-295-0641
HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED NOW. Welt
porsons.bertenders.themara panty.
helpers Call Amends al Catering
by C.et at N7.2700
INTERESTFO

IN

HELPING

YOUNG
PEOPL r?, Coaches needed for
en after-echool epode and achy,
Ines program In San Jose Mkkfle
Sehools (Jr
High)
Sports or
Scouting beckground helpful. but

good
heeded.
quite
decent
looking
bright (3 majors) I
Ceded . b.lts. Mod
anloY
igliani. foreign Mins 15 cuisine

Attempt al friendship?, P 0 if
160103. Cupettino. Cm 95016

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
F T opening for
receiving clerk
1 yr miter,. handling esperlenc
driv-

ADVERTISINGOCTAGON
ADV 1 29.19arry.CorInna.13.1-

valid

erS lic.. and ba able to 1th 80
lbe Call 54155493-11100 1445
VARIAN IMAGe TUBF DIV hes
FT PT opening on weekend shift
for an aotometed aquIpment
Mot Requires 1-3 yrs E M as.mbly experience or equivilont ED in
sclenc. computer knowledge.
Call 415-493.1800
U S
a445
WAITER WAITRFSS COOKS
rem
lop $$$$$$$ Merle Callender is
.6, hiring for ell hours Will train

coo 2115-7130, 2031

Meridian Ave .

J
WORK IN

rii, Individuals with
degree and or sperienc

electronics end electrical engineering. TES, linguislks. paterm.y. securities Mance. business ...met.. reel .1a4e.

ta,Howard.John.Natalie I OSSIE,
Then. for ell your herd work,
et WIN WIN WIN on Friday,"
Your AE. Katrina

vt’:t

9343, 420 S Bascom
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cm
LUTHERAN 10 45
ter Sunday
ern CATHOLIC 6 30 pin vide 00
pm Mee. call CAMPUS MIN
!STAY al 296-0204 for worship.
Posan.11.q. programs and study

I

tra)

Bill Lukas

MONER!
)>A1r/
It I
yJuk

sAnyvivE
ccrecaciersiasievil
WO PATE ?be Arm&
.efireJErz
lilt 1:4Nr4

(ADM/VS/

Classified
lours, discount air tickets. hotel
reservations, etc FREE ticket deiivery on campus 335 S 1 1th St
977-0799

TYPING
AA ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE In typing that tops

cornmon Interest groups
tor singles Call 993.3711

Great

trust

theses. ha...lion. and group
Delivery.
projects
Plck.Up
Grammer
able

priced

BY

APPOINT-

TRAVEL
AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Travel tickets. Western
es. tickets or others WIll pay up
to 5350 einh (cash) Call (916)
739-0736 or (1500) 646-1661
TRAVELS
fares,

WITH

JULIE

FUROR

posses

Student discount

*veil.

Only 12

Reason.. ref. We re teet,.pendable.gremmar-eRperienced
college grads. so call us with pepercreporls, the.s hasp
ENCE) etc at 251-0449

SCI-

PROFESSIONAL
word proce.ing Veers of esp..
snd
ence .rving SJSU
students HP la.rjet output All

ACADEMIC

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN" Distinct,. podreiture
with e sensitive touch A variety
of plena to choose from ell rep
MENT (408)259-594i

Edithq

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Acadern,c
word processing our specialty
Guaranteed letter quality accuracy Fr. disk storage proofing

scription-exempt
products for
men
women For FREE confi-

sonably

Check.

minutes away Call now to reserve
time before the rush’ (406) 94E3862 Pamela Words and More

provides wide variety of music
for your wedding. party. or dance

dential person. or group appt
tee, call or write VIKTOR (Ind
dish ) et SH 211. Mr P 0 Boy 9.
S J 95103-0009 or 270-3774. 7.11
PM Unique bus oppty fundraiser

Thanks

moons.

DISC JOCKEY by
Desir. Michel formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party. we ye got
Me music. Michel Productions

TREAT YOURSELF to latest EURO.
PEAN hair & skin secrets Pre-

296-2087

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Experienced with !school

PROFESSIONAL

al reasonable rates Call Deal,.
or Phil el 249-2620 922.7359

Tony

SI 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnround All work guar.
ante. Thanks

AND

work guaranteed

Minutes from

few minutes from SJSU Student
Call Maureen
rates ...Rade
(408)224 0852 9am to 6prn
APA FORMAT. term paper, Meals wel
corned 10 years typing word processing experience. letter quality
printing Very competitive rates
and fest turn wound available
Students receive discount Ac
cess Daus 281.4982 - ask tor Tem.
BLOSSOM
area

TERESA
Hit I SANTA
Fast. quality typing and

word processing of your resume.
academic or business needs
days
seven
Available
week

365-1012

24 tire 923-8461-Chrystat--North
San Jose

pers. resumes and dissertations
All of your bualned or liCaddnIc
needs Serving Evargreen. SSJ &

YOuth
student

ENTERPRISE
PROFF S.
SIONAL TYPING & [amine. ’services Feet
near uni.
versify Call (406)292.4047

re...some:as is

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers ati lengths
St 60 page. double-spaced typing

TFRM
PAPERS.RESUMES"
Need
help, Call S 0 S
Group protects. paurnals. essays. M. tie
ports Free spelling check letter
quality printers
Resumes
cover lettere for 1988 summer in

and spelling. SI 85 peg. typing
end lull proofreading Campbell
area -local pick.up one delivery
available 866-6960
affordable
I UCID ENTERPRISES
student writing assistance. edit
ing word processing typing Min

ternships and all job career op,
portunilles
Competitive rates
Also otter typing ono WP training

utes rorn school Plck.up end delivery too, Give your Elopers that
professional! touch Coll today to
re.rve your lime

individual Instruction with expo
rlenced leaCher 735-6845 (Sue)
Sunnyvale

251.4665

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN paper typed
last, et me help, S2 pg. dbl sp
Resumes are S5 pg I’m on cam
7131.Irs & early
pus all day 2tieS

Professional word processing.
fr. disk storage Quick return. ell
work guarant.d Cassette Imo
Almaden
avellable
scrIptIon

m on Mon Wed Frl for .sy p u
and del -I only type in the eve.
nIngs Call MARCIE at 729-6172

TYPING.

REASONAM F
RATES
Santa Clara area Call Petal at 246.
5633 and leave message

TYPIST, TFUNSCRIBER. WORD PRO.
CESSOR’
Story
Road 101
SI 55 page.
double-spaced
Plea. call Cecelia letter 3 PM) et
298.7390

(Iv rrisag on my machine)

Branham ar. 7 days week 264
4504
DFIUMMOND WORDPROCESSING"’
Thesis, journal articles Services
for graduete students or faculty
only C.11274.2260
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Alw tem pa.
pers. manuscripts. screenplays.
resumes, repentive letters, hen.
scription Free SPEL CHEK. copy
..5,0011..discunst.lorcage..r. 20u.615ack2sturo

WORD EXPERTISE Word proceeetng
thesis dia.rtatIon manuscript
English
rench
S.nish Call
371 8220

PROCESS IT WRITE, Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsleners.
reports. resumes. publications.
correspondence.
menuscripts.
etc Will aid in grammar spellingpunclustion For prompt 7 day
response leave ’nes.. for

WORD PROCESSING, Students. Instructors smell business Term
papers theses resumes rnan
uals. dissertetions mass mailing.
spell check. etc
Reason...
rates Call K & R DESKTOP SE RV

Pamela al 1404 280-1821
RESUMES PAPERS, WORD PRO
CESSING’ Fast turnaround Easy
price Call PART5 v YOURS 378

ICES et 274.7562 I untied pick up
& delivery

3706
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
legal word
liCaddirniC.
proonsing needs Term papers.
reports, resumes. cover letters.
group protects, manuals. these.,
die.rlations. etc Ail academic
Free disk slot,
age. SPEL CHEK, puncluellon and
Ail vork
grammar Desistance
gueranteeid Professional. quick
depended* service al AFFORDA
formate

ACCURACY ASSURED Profs...I
Word Processing Theses. pa-

SVCCESS

Further
2681 (SANTA CLRA)
savings with referral discounts’

CAL L INDA TODAY. Avoid the rush’
Re.me now for your term papers. group projects. theses. etc

Camp.. call PJ el 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 15
years armed.** Group pepers.
Student dis..0HY
th
count end free disk ...go Coil

PA

F RATES", Call Pam et 247

WORD PROCESSING. students and
tacully Convenient location off I-

RESUMES"," WRITING & WORO
PROCESSING’ 35 years Iipert
ence Student Discounts Car.

280 & I eqh S2 standard double
space page Calt 1 Inds al 998
0764

Cent. al 243.4070

WRITING. RESEARCH SF RV iCES Ail

SJSU TYPIST. 2 docks from campus
Word processing. ,yping & set
storage
disk
Free
ling
$ I 25 page double spared typing
Term papers. reports cover lei
tem. theses. etc Cail Fen at 2,4

subiecla Qualified writers Re.
writing editing. paper and I.sis
development and assistance Re.
stones Word processing A
rest,.
Catalog
1415) 841,5036
(lierkeley.

2152

Print Your Ad Here
(Count apprommately 30 leners and spaces for each hnel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

11111111111111111111111’1111.11111

I
I
I
1
"

One
Day
$3 55
$4 35
$5 15

Two
Days
$4 35
$5 15
$6 00

Three
Days
$4 75
S5 55
S6 35
$7 15

3 Lines
4 Lines
5 Lines
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $ BO

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 BO
$6 60
$7 40

Five
Days
$5 20
$6 00
S6 BO
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00 10-14 L Ines $63 00
15 Plus t Ines $80 00
Phone 924-3277

TIRED OF liERING & reading the
seine old Socialistic anti -Amer,
can viewpoint, Worried about
future,
There
MN COuntry
hope,
I...1c.
opinion
bookslore We offer conservative
pro-American literture. econ
?
pov-ed-abortIon. creation,
science. horne.hooting. etc 792.

b

Home On The Range

exp....lions

ietin
music
(lousy
(epic.
dancer) I admire those w strong

MIKE (the OT w HUP major) Oasis
12 4, What
HOT dancer,’ See
y. there this Friday?? LISA

rquired Must have

t.hnlques Clear
(415)349-4407

PHONE SERVICE V/1THOUT your own
phone, Easy with AMVOX a 24 hr
messaging .rvIce Perfect for
sororIII. & fraternities & other

MIL L EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCiA.
TION’ Shstabat dinners. parties.
films.
outings,
Wednesday

like to m.I witty. ylveclous. altruistic woman I m an occasion
ally charming. busy 27 yr. old

41:

NEI P, 713S Research Associates will Input,.
ipso and Interpret your Oats Untvarlet*
and
multIvarlate

298.2308

I

Gene Mahoney

CI-IANGE,YoU KNUCKLEHEADS.

NEED STATISTiCAL

FEMAL E COMPANION WANTED to
ilve with sincere handicapped
man Want to establish lasting
relelqnship. Plea. call Brian at

Lunch and learn. discussions.
Is.. dancing. and much mom.
For Info call Hilt FL et 294.15311

----Aim

IAJELL/THIS /5 IT -MIK FOR 7W0 FUN SEMESTERS OF 7711S THING. HAPPY
wows TO ALL MY FRIENDS (RAIDENEfillES),AND AIL OF WU ParT EVER

Scholastic Consultants. P 0 Box
2744, Santa Clara. Ca 95055 Or
phone 243.3964

leacinsted me
I re.. want to
know WHO YOU ARE, Plea. cell
62.109-91’

FREE HAIRCUT MODELS NEEDED,
Mele-Fernele.M.Tbrnuat be open
minded Moho Hair al 279-9694

-

Good Clean Fun

write Way for fr. Information on
how you can receive financial akl
from the private sector Write

DEAR ADAGIO. pi.. don I say you
were wrong, Your sweet cards

SECURITY

.....4 Yie/D4P1

_.si

" -* -

old sources for which you ere
W guars... Cell or

-

I BDRM APT In quiet 5 unit building
New carpet end point Very sunny

Hal 335 S Baywood Ave . San
Jo.. cell 247-7086 fOr appoint men!

...k.21

a..

whet your grades ere or what your
income is we can find fthenclal

295-8641

Unwonted
Confiden

A00.1, r 1,

’T

neglected
resource
Ai Scholastic Consul.
tents we have the resources to
help you tap Into the wive. WC Nor for !demi& aid No matter

permarket one block. bus
ille
rail nearby No pets Near inter.
section of 101 880 1058 N 4th St

ELECTROL YSIS CLINIC,’
heir removed torever

. ’1......:....’

MP
LIQuiD
PAPER,
, , s7uPtptR.

5711PIIN
’ N, ,,
’ --,-lP

ovenvheimIngly

258.5526

KARISSA"

,

,..
I _ ,
1 14
it., ,_
(----_
S
,,irk.
-_.=.-

ivE’RE
OuT OF
TOILET
PAPEIZ

NEED CASH FOR COLL EGE, Finencial
from the private sector is

ROOMATES TO SHR 3 bd. ?Wk. apt
M F $200
dap
MI 2 rms axed
12_15. call 286-2330 iv meg

PERSONALS

g

1
i (.1
- , 11,

RETARPO
E1CHTEEN
RAIN,’
Ti
.
FLUNKEP
YOU
PONPER6ARTIV.
soDULD
HAVE
L"."
IA 8ACHE
DEGREE 01
7 BY
_

GUITAR LESSONS beginning end intermediate classical guitar student. welcome Cell Christine at
683.4970 114ir 4 PSI

NONSMKR ROOMMATE WNTD to shr
condo. 2bdrrn. 21/111. 2 poole. law
Neer Berryes.
Ca.
pitol. 5350 mo
1 2 utl 5100 dela

CONGRATULATIONS CRAIG. You 11.
nally made it and now we can get
on with our quality time"’ Love

GET
pimp

I

cluding gleucorne

9th, call 995-0488 We speak Viet.
name.. Spanish Chine.

676 S 9th St $450 Phone 267
1424 No dogs or cats

No

ay xx,

1,4
so
Nowt

04010*
AGAIN,
HUH?

Ouality & fest .rvice al extremely
low price Complete eye exam in-

ble for 4 students. 148 E Wilitern
St
4th Call Bob or Cindy Imgrs)
275-8483

2 BDRM 2 BTH walk to SJSU Sect,
rity bldg. ample prkg. clean. quiet.
760 S 1th St. $600-up 279-3958

z

Sheila Neal

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR,
Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 0

once Lk Medi., are warmly wel.
come SJSU etudents & sten el.
ways have 10. off Call for appl
now"’ 405 E Santa Clare St al

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 miles North
of campus Quiet security building SInglee only S395 lo $425 Su-

Aie

’

Isaac Newt

pears With My Clue Gra. Chet R E . 559-3500. 1645 S Sas.
com Ave .
Halr Today Go.
Tomorrow

Underground parking Apia have
6 huge closets. all eiect kll w rnl
crowave oven 6 mo or I yr les.
avail starling at $750 mo Suita-

225-3027

OH 24Pr
ArasfINO

A
SHORTISH
46NOSPC
NEPRO

and faculty Call before December
31.1967 and gel your first appt at
1 2 price ’Unwanted Hair dup.

GATEWAY APTS is now taking deposits on their large 2 brilrin 2 bth
apt, Avail starting Jan 1 Security type bldg, 2 blks from SJSU

LARGE RM in 2 story 5 bdrrn house.
clo. to Santa Teresa hospilel
bus slop Ktchn & laundry prIv.
lieges $300 rtso inci utilities Call

NATPRE HEAP 7
A FEMINIST WIMP
A VEdeltifIAN PINKO
WHO KNOWS wHAr

t

move your unwonted hair (chin,
NMI. tummy. moustache.
15 percent diSCOunt to students

check. cord
plate contact lenses .rvIce for
family Fashion frames and sun gds.& by the Wattling designers
Super thin lenses tor high power
fix Open 7 days w.k
Ineur.

Day-

... days 11.2 PM. eves 6-10
PM Call 378-0838

SERVICES

eNveavmenTAusr

.

WHAT ELSE
IS HE THAT
r OON’r
KNOW

aser

BARE IT ALL Slop shaving. waxing,
byee7Ing or using chemical &pillion. Let one permanently re-

HOUSING

629-7151
PART TIME. your hours Funchal. for
new politkal party S250 1500 per
week Cell 476-7126

oppodunttles
Rev
Natalie
Shires. Father Bob Leger, Sister
Judy Ryan. Rev Norb Firnhaber

buyoko Tokyo 150. Japan Int or
rnalWn on the poeltion will be
.nl after receiving detailed resume and photograph

MONEY ’
NONE V’
MOPE Y,
Telemark. your way to Iola of It
if your ambitious. .11 -motivated
and like people.cell us On I. job
training immediate openings In
our pleasant. comfortable Camp.
bell office Full and Part Ilmia Coll
370-90,10

As.sarnents
Since
1970 Carol Willis. M A 734.9110

ernentery education and the travel
industry interested in leaching
Engllah for one year In Japan to
employ.s
or
major
corporations government ministries
should write to international Edu
cation Services. Shin Talso Bldg .
10-7, Doge... 2.chome Shl-

industry

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S office or
call OM 371-6811

r.rwork

edverlising.
telecomma...tons. education. el.

INTERNATIONAL METAL BUILDING
MANUFACTURER selecting builder deader In some open
High potentlel profit In our growth

HES AN
W0100014
NOT A
CindsOlPY.

.

engln.ring.

Berke Breathed

HE SH01/U71£
TOGO ME IC
WO OW Cr.
WON.

Classified
not
necessary
55 75 hr.
Randy at 249-6060

P.p..t. 9

Ilt11111111.111111.111111(1_1_1

r1111111,1111

I

rill

Print Name
Address

Phone

_

City 8 Slate
Enclosed is $

I circiaa classification
IAnnouncements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted

Personals

Housing
For Sale
Typing

Lost 8 Found

Services
Computers

F 111.

SENO CHECK MONE ORDER
OR CASH TO

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

_

Z,p

I ,nes

_Days I

Classiled Desk located Outside 0311201

Hours 9.00 4.11 lo 330P M
Deadline. Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ado

Local News

Thur+dity. December 10. 19X7/Spartan Daily

Can collecting provides profits
S.ISU dumpsters, trash cans popular sites for local scavengers
it, I (twit] Garcia
, aatt wow,
\tali:nu) Hernande/ stands
siLle a hall filled blue i.ltinwstei nett
to the ’t
Building on Se enth
Sheet Ile is etipty ing the bot of its
most luctatoe contents
alum’
mini cans
kipping open the cleat plastic
ietently (Jumped
ianitors, Hernande/. 5’. sepaiates
;no
the smelly trash into one
treak
tosses the one!,
sine 01 aluminum Lan. onto his side%\ :ilk pile
has become a
chore tor
hini.
takes almost an hour in
each implis,Itimrister.
"Foi ine this is a mine. lie-

Calitorma recycling hill
%111,11 \..iit into et tect (kt. I. offers
col lectoi s a penny per can turned in
to a redemption enter.
Can gatheteis are filling their
hags on campus. hut they sometimes
ignoie the California identification
stamp
"The first y cal I retired I sav.
all these clang cans lay ing on the
sidewalks. said a tall blue-eyed
man by Spartan Chapel who asked
Ille Mine I dig. the 1110re that his name not he used.
,...wes out. Me More
"When .,11001 siarted in SepI get.. he
sdn1
tenibei . I v,
piobahly the only one
Iola! ol I
soli doing it I ,.a. picking tip I MOO to
I .100
on my walk. Then they
,111,11.
Spartan sa% me doing it and they. all started
...Col ding
11,1111Cairin%.
IO lhe kloiii;4 it. he said. holding a small
hag hill of empty Cokes. Diet Pepsis
mid Slices
I those Miming tor the penny
Hie man said competition is
,ans Mat ligurc
st at SJSt’. but it doesn’t keep him
sI
;may from the etercise and additioollect all the nal income.
hcf,
,on1,1 make more
Unlike some hardcine campus
proha
collectors. this Mali
11101,,
111.111 1111:,’ LIloilialis LAMM
hly neter climb into a dumpsiei
,nliims 0.2111
I’m not a cravder. he say s He
lint one person alone isn’t col- \wok] rather use it modified clothes
deep-hin fishing
ic,
all the
’,angel
theic is .onipetition tor alu14,RY cell sit and 10 people
minum cans. aio one seem. to have
hii ins each day . toting
custodian linebun - a conflict
cent pei
[hen
nom
until late night. man George Martin said ’ ’There
,eenis to be enough cans for ever) alotitid the cal ly
tin,
,,i,

r

know if it was a competitor.
The campus routes are competiiie. he says with a smile. "Ooo.
, in the mornings ies pretty
Andres Garcia, wow
rough, there’s sit to eight people
con collector here.’’ Garcia doesn’t fret. He jokes,
Oh no. they’re gonna beat me to all
Andres Garcia. a 49 year-old these cans."
The hardest part of his job is
ial Security recipient. is a runtime can collector who relies on the "jumping in and out of those bins,’
he says.
campus trastsfor a living.
Pointing to his once-,., lute.
He can easily point out the 19
bins he searches through during his now -black pantS. Garcia says. ’ I
I 2 -hour days. He said he pushes his couldn’t stay clean if I changed three
times a day ..
can 10 tit 15 miles per day.
Heniandei says it looks bad tor
Tuesday. Garcia proudly set a
new record of 7M pounds. cashing in students to see him scrounging in a
4,47.63 for the day, an unusual dumpster. "The people think that
aniount for November because of the you’re a pig.
But it’s the need for cash that
cold weather that cripples soda sales.
I keeps Hernandei digging for cans
partying,
people
"Just
during non-agricultural months. The
guess... was his only explanation.
Christmas season is no e cept ion .
A look at the Lucky store
Garcia. who always %sears a
shopping cart he park% at either end
of the Student Union walkway. one Yamaha motorcycle cap. has heard
knows that the owner of that vehicle people talk about him while he labors in the dumpsters. He laughs at
is on a serious mission.
The blue cart is equipped with. some of the comments students ha e
made.
get this:
"Who’s gonna many him?’’ he
Options such as a two -gallon
two
Spartan heard one girl ask another.
container.
%tater
Garcia. who is divorced. says
Bookstore hags. yellow ny Ion rope.
not looking for a new ivvifel.’’
a potato sack. a dorien extra plastii:
Other students. he says, hae
and paper bags. a main section ot erilo,, mg with cans. three towels. a commented behind his back, "Gosh.
indhreaker jacket. and a red isn’t he embarrassed to pick up
Imoonistick with a three-inch hook cans’?"
He just snicker% in the big. trash
used for stabbing cans.
But there were more features box.
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Notes to Financial Statements
June 30, 1987

1.

Summary of Sigrrificant Accounting Policies
Accrual Basis

kinkois

To The Board of Directors of
Spartan Shops, Inc.

The financial statemenr, of Spartan tihops,
on the accrual basis.

Great copies. Great people
481 E SAN CARLOS ST

295-5511

, Work Temporary
Earn some extra
money during your
Christmas break.
Entry level
production positions
available/$4.00hr+

Fluid Accounting
We have examined the statement of financial condition of Spartan Shops, Inc.
fa California not -for-profit corporation) as of June 30, 1987. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly.
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures
as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the resources
available to Spartan Shops, Inc., the accounts are maintained in accordance with
the principles of "fund accounting." Hy this procedure, resources for operational
activities are carried on in an "enterprise fund" titled Auxiliary Activity Fund. The
Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve fund which sets aside amounts for contingencies
and repairs and replacements is titled Designated Fund.

In our opinion, the statement of financial condition referred to above presents
fairly the financial postiion of Spartan Shops, Inc. as of June 30, 1987, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent
basis with that of the preceding year.

Prior to fiscal year 1988 the Company maintained a Contingency/Mobile Reserve,
Long Range Capital Asset Plan Reserve and the Vending Reserve. In February 1986
the Board of Directors aprroved the combination of these three reserves into the
Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve. The Company is required to contribute an annual
amount equal to 1.4% of sales, to the extent that the Company’s net income is
available and the total reserve is less than $800,000 adjusted annually for inflation.
The Company contributed F221,428 to the Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve in
1987. The Board of Directors may make transfers between funds or distribute fund
balances to student activities.

ateig.) aiito&J
Ane,ust 4, 1987

Receivabtee
The direct write-off method of accounting for uncollectibles is used. No allowance
(or uncollectibles is provided.
inventory
Inventories are valued primarily by the retail method which approximates a valuation
at the lower of cost (first -in, first -out) or market.
SPARTAN SHOPS, INC.

Convenient locations

Depreciation Methods

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

All depreciation is computed by the straight-line method. The estimated lives used
and balances of accumulated depreciation are as follows:
Accumulated
Equipment, Furniture & Fixtures:
Years
Depreciation

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION

TAC/TEMPS

Statement of Financial Condition

Bookstore
Student Union Focd Service
Residence Hall Dining Commons
Spartan Shops Administration
Vending/Rentals
Automotive
Leasehold Improvements

June 30, 1987

437-0260

Assets

SPARTAN
PlIBc2

Current Assets:
Cash

51,337,778

Receivables:
Accounts receivable

$

Returns to publishers

CHECK OUT OUR
DAILY SPECIALS
11 am - 3 pm only

Mexican Pizza
$2.75

Prepaid expenses

’f)AYS
Hot Pastrami
with Melted Swiss
Cheese
S2.75

2.
Equipment, furniture and fixtures

949 878
2,214,699

Less accumulated depreciation

3.

<884,057)

Total assets

The Company provides pension plans for its salaried and hourly employees. .Salaried
employees are covered by a State plan wherein contracting agencies are part of
a pooled plan. This Is a defined benefit plan with contributions based on a
pre -determined percentage of an employee’s base salary. Employees vest immediately
in any voluntary contributions they make to the plan. The hourly employees are
covered by a defined contribution plan if they elect to make voluntary contributions
and be covered under the plan. Employees vest Immediately in their voluntary
contributions and over a ten year period for company contributions.

Liabilities and Fund Balances
Current Liabilities.
Accounts payable, trade

5

Accrued Liabilities

_

Total current liabilities

859,203

Auxiliary Activity

Both plans are fully funded as of June 30, 1987. The total company Lontridition
to the pension plans was approximately $793,000 in fiscal 1987. Edward 7ant, General
Manager, is the trustee of the hourly employees pension plan.

211 292
1,070,495

Fund Balances:
Designated

4.
5

812,297
3,061 225

Penske’ Pima

1,330,642
$4,944,017

Total liabilities and fund balances

thin Dec 17

Designated Fund

Allocations to the designated fund are made at year end based on a percentage of
lales In order to reach defined goals as determined by the Board of Drrectors. The
designated fund has an $800,000 cap, adjusted annuallv for inflation.

1,264,821

ilDAYS
Beef & Bean Burrito
with Cheese
$1.85

The Company is a non-profit organization and is exempt from federal income taxes
under the U. S. Internal Revenue Code Section SOI(c)(3).

77 461
3,613,375

Fixed Assets, At Costi

WEDNESDAYS:

I

$884 056

Tar-Itxempt Status

1,710,699

Leasehold improvements

Artichoke with
Melted Butter
S1 50

$260,561
103,029
40,757
115,014
76,636
12,758
275 301

487,437

235 411

Inventories

’ lf-SDAYS
Hot Roast Beef
with Melted Cheddar
Cheese
$2.75

5-10
3-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-30

Total depreciation expense for the year ended
June 3n, 1987 is S167,716.

252,026

Total current assets

MONDAYS:

("the Company") Imve been pre pored

Lease Commttment

The Company leases space in the San Jose State University Student Union. The
lease agreement, which expires January 7, 1991, requires the Company to pay $58,000
per year, adjusted annually by the prior year annualized consumer price index.

3 873 522
$4 944 nt7
5.

Allocattan of Auxiliary ActtvIty Fund

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
The Company has allocated F275,737 of the Auxiliary Activity Fund to The Caiifornia
State University Trustees for the construction of the Strident Union Recreation
nnd Events Center. The funds are due upon notice from the California State

University Chancellor’s Office.

